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A retro-style and a 
maximum safety!
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TURTLE technology

A high-quality back protector (SAS-TEC level 2) is placed over the airbag as a rigid outer ma-
terial like a turtle shell so that the whole back is protected in case of a fall. This innovation is 
a very big protection improvement for the back. The results of absorption and distribution of 
shocks is considerably higher and it protects from intruding objects. 

High quality leather Our Roadster Vintage jacket consists of leather of high quality (buffalo1,3 mm) for a good 
stability and a long durability.

Protectors Elbow and shoulder protectors are integrated in our jacket as well as SAS-TEC back protector 
Level 2.

Lining Removable fully-sleeved thermal liner (100% Polyester) to wear the jacket the whole year.

Comfortable
We added adjustable parts and stretchy leather on sides for a perfect tight fit. The Roadster 
offers a high comfort, even for long journeys thanks to the breathable fabric under the arms 
and the easily adjustable soft collar.

Convenient 2 interior and 2 exterior pockets (classical + smartphone).

Reconditioning Quick and easy replacement of the CO2 cartridge. It is nicely hidden in an interior pocket for 
more aesthetics.

Mechanical trigger 
system

Helite airbags are mechanical to avoid unexpected airbag activation and changing batteries. 
No special tools or technical knowledge are required to install the lanyard on the motorcycle.

Certification CE certification - the Roadster is certified by the external laboratory ALIENOR CERTIFICATION, 
the French specialist for objectively testing Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).

FEATURES

ROADSTER 2019
INNOVATIVE 

AIRBAG SHAPE
Stabilization of the head, 
neck and spine to avoid 

whiplash injuries and 
hyper-extension.

REUSABLE
Replace the CO2 

cartridge to reactivate 
your airbag on your 

own in less than 2 min.

INFLATION TIME
Very fast under 100 ms 

to inflate a large 
volume with an optimal 

pressure. Faster than the 
blink of an eye.

AIRBAG VOLUME
From 14 to 28 liters of 

protection (depends on 
the airbag size).



Sizes S -> 6XL

849 €

Who said that you have to choose between style and safety? With our Roadster Vintage, these two 
features go hand in hand. The merging of retro look, high quality leather and optimal proctection 
makes this jacket your perfect companion on the road. To ensure a maximum comfort the Roadster 
has elastic leather stretch on the sides, a removable lining and breathable fabric under the arms.ROADSTER 2019


Soft neoprene collar for 

a better comfort


Stretchy fabric on the top 
of the back hidden by a 
velcro to optimize the neck 
protection


Elastic and 

breathable parts 
under the arms for a 

freedom of movement


Adjustment on sides 

with a velcro

For men
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How long will it take for my airbag to deflate?
Your airbag must stay inflated to support and protect 
the rider long enough. It will take 5-7 minutes for 
the airbag to deflate completely. If you unscrew and 
remove the canister, the airbag will deflate quickly. 
You can unclip and remove the airbag immediately 
after the fall if you are in a safe area.

How can I maintain the Roadster 
leather jacket?
Like every leather jacket a maintenance is necessary 
to keep its flexibility and its color. We recommend 
to maintain the airbag jacket on a regular base 
using suitable products. Caution, do not wash the 
jacket with a washing machine or with cleaning 
supplies, you can damage the leather.

Can I wear a backpack over a Helite 
airbag system?
Yes, while keeping in mind that the 
more resistance there is, the slower 
the airbag will deploy properly. We 
recommend to adjust your backpack 
straps fairly wide.

Can the airbag activate itself automatically? What if I 
forget to detach myself?
Helite airbags are mechanical to avoid unexpected airbag 
activation. Accidental deployments are extremely rare. The 
tractive force required to activate the airbag is between 20 
and 30 kg depending on the size. If a rider forgets to detach 
from his bike, he will feel a strong tension on his vest or 
jacket before the airbag is triggered. As the car belt, clip and 
unclip the motorcycle strap will quickly become a habit.

FAQ

Every person has its own body type, our size charts are for 
information only. We do not recommend to wear the airbag 
if you weigh less than 35 kg.

SIZE 
CHART

ROADSTER (cm) S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL 6XL

Height 160-175 170-180 175-185 180-190 180-195 180-200 180-205 180-210 180-215

Chest line 
with clothes 75-90 85-95 90-105 100-110 105-115 110-120 115-130 120-140 130-150

Waist line 
with clothes 70-80 75-90 85-100 90-105 95-110 100-120 105-130 110-135 120-140

Hip line 
with clothes 75-90 85-100 95-110 100-115 105-120 110-125 115-135 115-140 115-150

Back length 55-70 60-75 65-80 65-85 65-90 70-95 70-100 70-100 70-100

Arm length 57-65 62-70 65-72 65-75 65-77 65-80 67-82 67-85 67-90

Cartridge 60 CC 60 CC 60 CC 60 CC 60 CC *60CC or 
100 CC

*60CC or 
100 CC 100 CC 100 CC

* Caution, when you change your cartridge, please check its size thanks to the label on your airbag jacket.

What is the lifespan of the CO2 cartridge?
Our CO2 cartridges do not have a limited life span and we warrant a duration of 10 years. The gas cartridge is for 
single use only. Once the airbag has inflated the cartridge must be replaced with a new Helite cartridge of the same 
capacity. We advise you to check your cartridge on an annual base. To do so, unscrew your cartridge and check the 
weight. Please make sure it is approximately +/- 3g for 50CC and 60CC cartridges or +/- 5g for 100CC cartridges to 
the weight written on your cartridge (Helite sticker on the canister). Replace the cartridge if the weight has fallen 
significantly or if there is rust or other deterioration. 


